FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $49*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Dometic

Waeco CF-18 Fridge Freezer
$529.00

Details

Specifications

With it's lightweight and compact design and compressor
technology, the Dometic Waeco CF 18 is one of the smallest
and most efficient portable fridge freezers on the market.

Snowys Code:

125114

Supplier Code:

CF18

External Dimensions:

46.5L x 30W x 41.4H cm

Packed Dimensions:

46.5L x 30W x 41.4H cm

Internal Dimensions:

35.5L x 20.5W x 19H cm (can section)
/ 33.5H cm (bottle section)

The CF-18 keeps your food and drinks cold, or even frozen in
your vehicle, and features a carry handle that makes carrying
your fridge from vehicle to house, picnic or campsite an
absolute breeze, simply unplug and carry. The inside of this
fridge features a folding grille divider and has enough height
to accommodate upright 2L soft drink bottles.

Insulation Thickness:

4 cm

The slim dimensions of the CF-18 mean you can fit is just
about anywhere in your vehicle making it great for compact
camping or touring set-ups or can be run on 240V with the
addition of readily available 240-12V adaptors. A compact
energy saver on account of its efficient insulation, the CF-18
is one versatile little refrigerator.

Cable Length:

2 Metres

Capacity:

18L

Material:

Polypropylene | Nylon Handle |
Stainless Steel Components

Compact design
Full compressor cooling & freezing capability
Upright space for 2L bottles
Sturdy carry handle
Durable construction
Powered from 12/24V DC
Adaptor required for 240V

Insulation:

CFC-free Polyurethane Foam

Input Power:

12V,3.1A DC | 24V,1.9A DC

Power Consumption:

78kWh/24h @12VDC | 5&#176;C
interior | 25&#176;C ambient

Compressor:

Wancool

Temperature Range:

10&#176;C to -18&#176;C

Weight:

12 Kg

Warranty:

2 Year

Approx. Drink Capacity: 10 Cans | Upright 2L Bottles

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au
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Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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